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FASHION ATLAS
REPORT

Season after season, the fashion community’s focus is on the Big Four cities. But fashion
has no borders. From Nigeria to Shanghai, Brazil to Beirut, stylish new names are emerging
from far-flung corners, bringing forth a new perspective. Grab your passport (and an empty
suitcase) and discover the hottest new names in international fashion. By MALIKA DALAMAL

ITALY
STELLA JEAN
The Rome-born
former model of
Haitian heritage is
also a mother of two.
Her clothes are
ethnic in the truest
sense of the word,
incorporating
prints sourced
from villages in
Burkina Faso, and fuse tradition with a
modern aesthetic. Thirty-four-year-old
Stella Jean has become Milan’s hottest
new name for her eclectic collection of
printed pencil skirts, cropped trousers,
trapeze jackets and fish-tail hemlines—
all emblazoned with pineapples,
zebras and parrots—that promise
to make a bold statement.
Vogue loves: Her wildly contrasting
prints. Stellajean.it
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ITALY
ANTHONY
VACCARELLO
With his second-skin,
barely-there dresses,
designer Anthony
Vaccarello is a natural
favourite of longlimbed supermodels
like Gisele Bündchen.
Vaccarello draws from
his Belgian roots for
structure and
discipline and then
injects them with
Italian sensuality. The
result is an expertly cut collection of body-con
dresses and military detailing that’s loaded with
sex appeal. Unsurprisingly, he’s been enlisted as
Versus Versace’s next design collaborator.
Vogue loves: His thigh-skimming dresses and
miniskirts. Anthonyvaccarello.com >
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ITALY
FAUSTO PUGLISI
Sicilian designer Fausto Puglisi’s electrifying
rock ‘n’ roll style has led to insiders anointing
him the new Gianni Versace, whom he
calls his “guiding fashion light.” Despite
working in the industry since he was
18—assisting photographer David
LaChapelle and dressing everyone from
Madonna to Whitney Houston—Puglisi
showed on the Milan catwalk for the
first time this season. The vibrant
spring/summer collection—a mix of
palm tree prints, leather, crystals,
embellishment and bondage
gear—is surprisingly wearable.
Vogue loves: The Miami
Vice-style embellished palm trees
and acid-pastel palette.
Faustopuglisi.com
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LOS ANGELES
RAQUEL ALLEGRA
Originally known for artfully
deconstructed T-shirts fashioned
from recycled LA County jail tops,
California-based Raquel Allegra
has grown her line into a complete
collection of softly tailored pieces
made from textured leather, linen,
cashmere and French lace. She
might have moved on from recycled
tees, but she continues to adhere to
the Bohemian off-duty aesthetic
that she does so well—slouchy
silhouettes and lightweight fabrics
still run through almost
everything she creates. Her
pieces are now available at
Mumbai’s Le Mill.
Vogue loves: The shredded
cashmere sweaters.
Raquelallegra.com

NEW YORK
MISHA NONOO
New York-based, Bahrainborn designer Misha Nonoo
is half Iraqi and half English,
was raised in London and
educated in Paris. She, naturally,
designs with a culturally curious
woman in mind. Her aesthetic
is feminine with an edge—
“classic silhouettes with an
added twist,” which can be
seen in the softly-tailored silk
blazers, free-flowing dresses
and sheer shirts. Since her
2010 launch, Nonoo’s
wearable designs have caught
the eye of stylish Hollywood
A-listers like Gwyneth Paltrow
and earned her a place as a
finalist for the CFDA/Vogue
Fashion Fund Award.
Vogue loves: The unexpected
pairing of sheer chiffon trousers
and a fluffy mohair jumper.
Nonoony.com

LOS ANGELES
CLOVER
CANYON
Take a trip
around the world,
courtesy Clover
Canyon. The LA-based label
designed by Rozae Nichols
dedicates each season to a
different destination—Cuba,
Russia, Greece—though this
season sees a return to their
Californian roots. Known for a
bold and colourful mix of digital
prints and traditional textile
patterns, the wildly original
designs are paired with straightforward silhouettes to keep the
focus on the imagery.
Vogue loves: The translucent
neoprene digital-print separates.
Clovercanyon.com
STORE ALERT: DOVER STREET MARKET, NEW YORK
London’s coolest space owned and curated by Rei Kawakubo and her Comme des
Garçons team opened a New York offshoot in Murray Hill (often called Curry Hill for its
Indian stores and restaurants). Like the London and Tokyo branches, the seven-storey
store stocks the same faultless edit of designers (Rick Owens, Prada, Saint Laurent),
streetwear (Nike, Supreme) and new names. Refuel on carrot cake at Rose Bakery on
the ground floor and don’t let the city’s best-dressed shop assistants intimidate you.
Newyork.doverstreetmarket.com >
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NEW YORK
ROSIE ASSOULIN
At just 28, American designer
Rosie Assoulin shocked the
fashion world with her debut
collection for resort 2014, a
sophisticated take on evening
wear that seemed beyond her
limited experience (a few
internships and stints at Oscar
de la Renta, Adam Lippes and
Lanvin). She’s obsessed with
sweatpants and ball gowns
and is determined to find a
way of merging the two;
expect exaggerated
proportions and architectural silhouettes that
somehow feel both
modern and ladylike.
Vogue loves: The
ultra wide-leg trousers
paired with a tailored
jacket. Rosieassoulin.com
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LONDON
NOM DE MODE
Mandeep and
Hardeep Chohan, the
twins behind Londonbased Nom de Mode,
cite their international
upbringing as inspiration—from the Maharanis
of India and London’s
street style to Parisian
elegance. The collections
take a different theme each season; a
series of column skirts and tees made
from beautiful silk brocade was followed
by wool and wool crepe capes finished
with textiles inspired by their Indian
heritage. Their latest offering is dresses
for every occasion made from sumptuous
silks, cottons and brocades.
Vogue loves: The cape
dress, a cotton dress with
silk cape attached.
Nomdemode.com

MADRID
DELPOZO
Spanish fashion house
Delpozo has been around
for four decades.
However, it was the
recent re-launch under
creative director Josep
Font, known for his
youthful ready-to-wearmeets-couture
approach to design—
that breathed new life
into the historic
brand. As a nod to
Delpozo’s heritage,
his latest collection
is filled with subtle
Spanish nuances,
intricate embroidery and
watercolour prints as well
as a line-up of strong
and feminine redcarpet-ready dresses.
Vogue loves:
Delpozo’s floral-print,
ruffle-sleeve coat
dress. Delpozo.com

BEIRUT
NOOR FARES
Sculptural fine jewellery inspired by talismans and
good-luck charms takes off from Noor Fares’
Middle Eastern background. The Lebanese
designer and student (she is currently enrolled at
Central Saint Martins) works with a mix of materials—
gold, ivory, exotic woods, and brown and white
diamonds—and engraves a hidden evil eye on the
inside of each beautifully crafted piece.
Vogue loves: Fares’ geometric shapes, from the
octahedron to the rhombus. Noorfares.com
STREET ALERT: CORNELIS SCHUYTSTRAAT, AMSTERDAM
Beyond the coffee shops and red-light district of Amsterdam is the charming neighbourhood of
Cornelis Schuytstraat, known to locals as ‘the village’. The leafy set of streets is the hottest place to
shop in the Dutch capital, thanks to a collection of meticulously well-crafted independent shops
that range from multi-brand and vintage boutiques like Ennu and ByDanie Designer Vintage to
edgy design and homeware stores. Cornelisschuytstraat.com >
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LONDON
SIMONE ROCHA
In just a few short seasons,
Simone Rocha (designer John
Rocha’s daughter) has gone
from Central Saint Martins
graduate to darling of London
Fashion Week. Her neat and
polished designs are
romantic yet resolutely
modern, owing to the
voluminous silhouettes and unexpected
fabric choices (think
black patent leather and
transparent lace panels). Thanks to her
refreshingly wearable designs, the Dublinborn designer is a firm London favourite.
Vogue loves: Her transparent plastic dress
covered with embroidered white roses.
Simonerocha.com
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NIGERIA
MAKI OH
Nigerian-born Amaka Osakwe is one
of the brightest talents to come out of
Africa. A mix of Western silhouettes
and local materials and motifs, Maki
Oh, her Lagos-based label, has
caught the eye of US First Lady
Michelle Obama. Her latest
collection focuses on workwear:
masculine cuts adorned with
playful feminine detailing like
polka dots, ruffles, geometric
patterns and painterly prints.
A strong believer in sustainability and tradition, she uses an
organic African dyeing process
called Adire, where the dye is
made from indigo leaves.
Vogue loves: The fringe-front
dresses and off-shoulder ruffle
tops. Maki-oh.com

NIGERIA
LANRE DA SILVA AJAYI
Lanre Da Silva Ajayi came into
the limelight due to last year’s
Nigerian Fashion Project at Selfridges
in London and a recent appearance at
New York Fashion Week. Her
seven-year-old label, LDA, is inspired
by the feminine sophistication of
1940s couture, which she updates
while remaining faithful to colourful
African prints. The result? Bold,
feminine and sophisticated designs
that are sure to get you noticed.
Vogue loves: The contrast-colour
sea-horse prints. Lanredasilvaajayi.com

RUSSIA
VIKA GAZINSKAYA
Growing up in Soviet Russia,
designer Vika Gazinskaya wasn’t
exposed to international fashion
magazines or television until
the age of 16—a Barbie doll
that she loved to dress and
photograph, she recalls,
was her only early style
influence. Now a
street-style icon,
Gazinskaya is helping
bring Russian fashion
out of the cold with her
demi-couture designs
characterised by whimsical
details, prints, brocades
and embroidery.
Vogue loves:
The blousonsleeved, off-shoulder flamingo and
tree-print dress.
Vikagazinskaya.com

RUSSIA
VILSHENKO
Picture a Russian fairytale come to life
to understand the aesthetic behind
Olga Vilshenko’s namesake line. The
designer, who divides her time between
Moscow and London, fuses a love
of her homeland with modern
silhouettes and a distinct ’70s vibe. The
collection focuses on well-tailored,
easy-to-wear separates that are
finished with lots of embroidery.
Vogue loves: Her high-necked,
long-sleeved dresses.Vilshenko.com
STORE ALERT: TEMPLE MUSE, LAGOS
African fashion might be having its moment in the spotlight right now, but
former Selfridges buyer Avinash Wadhwani and brother Kabir have been
championing Nigerian designers since 2008, when they opened Lagos’ first
concept store. Temple Muse, a gallery-like space with a champagne bar and
garden, stocks local labels like Lanre Da Silva Ajayi and Tiffany Amber,
international names like Matthew Williamson and Givenchy, as well as Indian
designers like Tarun Tahiliani and Manish Arora. Temple-muse.com >
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COLOMBIA
MALLARINO
Paris-based, Colombian-born Lucia
Bueno-Mallarino and sister Isabella
Bueno’s jewellery is inspired by the
contrast of delicate beauty and
wildness of the Colombian jungle.
Elegant gold rings, bracelets,
statement necklaces and horsehead resin bangles display the
European sophistication that
surrounds them in Paris but stay true
to the traditional methods of artisans in
Colombia, where each lace-like filigree is hand-sewn.
Vogue loves: Mallarino’s cascading gold-leaf drop
earrings and colourful vintage-inspired enamel
necklaces. Mallarinobijoux.com

BRAZIL
PEDRO LOURENÇO
The son of Brazilian
designers Reinaldo Lourenço
and Gloria Coelho, Pedro
Lourenço has fashion in his genes.
He currently designs two international collections (stocked in leading
boutiques like Browns and
Matches) as well as two capsule
collections sold in Brazil. Lourenço’s
architectural silhouettes and
couture techniques have drawn
comparison to former
Balenciaga creative director
Nicolas Ghesquière.
Vogue loves: His edgy
cutout detailing.
Pedrolourenco.com

STORE ALERT: 10 CORSO COMO, SHANGHAI
Legendary Italian concept store 10 Corso Como (now with branches in
Tokyo and Seoul) opened a fourth one in Shanghai last October. Carla Sozzani,
former Vogue Italia editor, follows the same concept of culture and commerce for
her Chinese outpost housed in a 2,500sqm space over four floors. Find everything
from big-name designers for men and women (Fendi, Lanvin and Maison Martin
Margiela) to a well-edited selection of jewellery and specially designed products,
cosmetics and books. There is also an art gallery, pastry shop, Michelin-star
restaurant and in-house tailor. 10corsocomo.cn ■
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AUSTRALIA
DION LEE
Flying the flag for
Australia is Sydneybased Dion Lee, a
promising young talent
who has been designing his
eponymous label and winning prestigious fashion awards in his homeland
since 2008. International recognition
followed fashion week appearances in
London and New York the last few
years. Lee’s interest in structure and
traditional techniques is evident in the
architectural tailoring of his garments.
Vogue loves: His show-stopping
dresses expertly constructed to be
revealing but not vulgar. Dionlee.com

BRAZIL
BARBARA
CASASOLA
The London-based,
Brazilian-born designer,
a graduate of Central
Saint Martins, worked in
Italy with Roberto Cavalli
before launching her
eponymous line last year.
Her modern, elegant and
relaxed aesthetic,
however, couldn’t be
further from her former
employer’s flamboyance.
Casasola’s pared down
evening wear, with delicate
detailing, is both subtle
and sensual.
Vogue loves: Her use
of sheer panels and
modern take on the ’50s
mid-length silhouette.
Barbaracasasola.com

